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DIRECTED BY

Rob Reiner
1987

● WESTLEY

● BUTTERCUP

● INIGO MONTOYA 

● FEZZIK 

● VIZZINI

● PRINCE HUMPERDINCK

● COUNT TYRONE RUGEN

● MIRACLE MAX

● VALERIE

● THE ALBINO

THE

Smarmy Prince Humperdinck schemes to have 

Princess Buttercup killed on their wedding night, 

which also happens to be the fifth anniversary of 

his picturesque country, Florin. This dastardly act will 

allow him to go to war with his sworn enemy, Guilder, 

the country across the bay, similarly picturesque. Why 

does he want this conflict? What brought these lands to 

such dire straits? We’ll never know. 

In writing The Princess Bride (which 

first saw life as a novel published in 

1973), William Goldman claimed to be 

not its author but its editor, the inher-

itor of a classic penned by an author 

named S. Morgenstern. Supposedly 

Goldman’s father read him only the 

exciting parts of Morgenstern’s hefty 

text, leaving out the economics and 

political intrigue. Now Goldman is 

doing the same for his own son, trim-

ming the book to just the good bits. 

In the film, this scenario formed the 

basis for the frame tale, in which the 

grandfather reads to his grandson, 

skipping the sections with the kissing 

as well as other (presumably) boring 

stretches. So in both versions, all the history goes miss-

ing, and we’re stranded in the present of the story. Florin 

hates Guilder—we take that fact on faith.

Perhaps the rift was due to a trade dispute? As a 

kid, it took me a while to realize that Guilder and Florin 

were not real countries, but inventions of Goldman’s 

imagination. I looked in a dictionary one day to find that 

a guilder was the Netherlands’ unit of currency until it 

adopted the euro. What’s more, its symbol, ƒ, was de-

rived from the florin, a coin first minted in Florence a 

thousand years ago. The warring countries, then, were 

two sides of the same coin. I was slow to catch on, I 

think, because both the movie and the book made those 

countries seem part of the real world: 

Vizzini announces himself as Sicilian 

and threatens Fezzik with abandon-

ment in Greenland. Inigo Montoya is a 

Spaniard, and the deadly and odorless 

iocane powder is from Australia. One 

can imagine the roads that brought 

those strange people and things into 

Florin and Guilder, though such 

routes cannot be found on any map.

That’s the charm of The Princess 

Bride. On the one hand, by pretending 

to edit the text, Goldman provided an 

excuse for not writing history, which 

divorces his tale from our world. On 

the other hand, he crosses the bound-

aries separating his fiction from us. 

Typically, fairy tales are works of high 

adventure—stories of knights setting forth from castles 

to seek the Holy Grail and battle dragons, proving their 

purity on behalf of virtuous maidens. The quests don’t 

debase themselves by including everyday things or ruder 

humor. However, The Princess Bride is a parody of fairy 

tales and a masterpiece of bathos; it’s a descendant of 
“ Paths of True Love” (2014) 
Gouache on paper 
16” x 19”
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INCONCEIVABLE! (left)

Adam: This detail illustrates the transition from the film’s 
famous swordfighting sequence to its almost equally 
famous “battle of wits.” Vizzini and his associates travel 
this terrain first, followed by the man in black, who’s 
close on their heels. They’re all pursued, some time 
later, by Count Rugen, who stops to puzzle out what 
we’ve seen happen. Being on horseback, though, he 
quickly closes the gap.

Don Quixote. The first thing we hear as the film begins 

is the sound of someone coughing; the first shot we see 

depicts a baseball video game. Rather than finding our-

selves in a castle or an enchanted forest, we’re in a little 

boy’s bedroom in Evanston, Illinois. And what’s more, 

that little boy is sick and in a bad mood. Only reluctantly 

does he put down the joystick and agree to hear a story.

The geography of the film is solely of the imagi-

nation, assembled from real locations in Ireland and 

England as well stages at the legendary Shepperton 

Studios, in Surrey. One of its best bits sees Fezzik hauling 

himself and his companions hand-over-hand up a cliff 

via a rope, all while pursued (inconceivable!) by a mys-

terious man clothed in black and wearing a mask. The 

seaside cliff bottom was manufactured at Shepperton 

and involved the use of a water tank. (It’s a fake-look-

ing sea, with fake-looking shrieking eels.) Also fake is 

the clifftop, with its castle ruins. (Whose castle was it? 

Why did it crumble? Another boring bit of history we’ll 

never learn.) The middle part of the climb was filmed 

at the Cliffs of Moher, in County Clare, Ireland—or so 

the internet tells me. And there are two more shots—one 

looking up, the other one looking down—which were 

mostly done with matte paintings.

In the novel, Goldman waxes nostalgic about those 

cliffs—but remember his shtick, pretending to edit the 

book his father read to him when he was a kid. He claims 

that this scene in The Princess Bride inspired him to 

write the bit in Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, in 

which the two leads escape a posse by jumping off a cliff. 

“I can’t swim!” Sundance complains. Butch bursts into 

incredulous laughter. “Are you crazy? The fall will prob-

ably kill you!” But they made the leap in 1969, four years 

before Goldman published his mischievous fairy tale. So 

in truth it must have happened backward: Fezzik and 

Westley climbed because Butch and Sundance leaped.

Or was it the other way around? There’s no way to be 

sure. Maybe somebody knew once, set it down in a book. 

But this detail has been lost to history. •
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THE SWORD FIGHT (top)

Drew: Fight scenes confined to a single space are tough 
to represent, but this duel was a blast to map out, since it 
was built around a choreographed routine that ranges all 
over the crumbling ruins at the top of the cliff. It’s more 
narrative than ferocious, and I had a great time tracing 
out the ups and downs, as well as the feats of gymnastic 
one-upmanship, replaying the battle on the page.

THE PIT OF DESPAIR (bottom) 

Drew: The Pit of Despair is a personal favorite because 
“The Machine” is such a fantastical nightmare, a device 
that can literally suck years away from a person’s life. 
And yet as scary as The Machine is, in the end it couldn’t 
do anything to Wesley that Miracle Max couldn’t cure 
with a pill—one with chocolate coating, no less.
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DIRECTED BY

Steven Spielberg
1975

● MARTIN BRODY

● MATT HOOPER

● QUINT 

● BRUCE (SHARK) 

I t begins with a tracking shot: the camera roaming the 

ocean floor, prowling, pushing through beds of sea-

weed, John Williams’s ominous score already doing 

its thing. We cut to naive teens on the beach, drinking 

and smoking, playing harmonica and guitar. Two lovers 

French kiss before a fire, and already we’re caught in the 

grips of Steven Spielberg’s trademarked irony. With the 

exception of Alfred Hitchcock, has anyone had more fun 

making motion pictures? In every shot you can practical-

ly feel him behind the camera, mischievous, dreaming 

up some new way to thrill us. We track 

past the kissing teens to a young woman 

snacking on a crab leg. (Remember that.)

Another young woman, Chrissie, at-

tracts the eye of a fella and dares him to 

chase her across the dunes. While he stum-

bles, she strips naked, diving cleanly into 

the water. She swims, pure elegance, rais-

ing her long left leg to heaven. Spielberg 

highlights the limb, beautiful and intact. 

Moments later, it’s trapped in the title. The shark, felt 

but unseen—just like Spielberg—drags its victim every 

which way as her would-be beau passes out on the sand. 

The next day her body is found on the beach, the grisly 

remains obscured by sand and now a snack for (what 

else?) crabs. Her matted hair is like a tangle of seaweed, 

and Spielberg has returned us to where we started—

which means now the film can really begin.

He never lets up. Chief Brody sits nervously on the 

beach, watching unsuspecting bathers. We’re watching, 

too, wondering who the next victim will be: the young 

couple with the dog? The middle-aged woman? The 

boy in the swim trunks the color of blood? The crowd-

ed deep-focus shots keep us guessing and scanning the 

frame—the same way that Brody, his senses heightened 

by what he’s seen, keeps trying to peer past everyone, be-

yond the waves and into the deep. Just like us, he knows 

it’s out there; just like us, he wants to jump up and wave 

and shout. “For heaven’s sake, get out of the water!” He 

can’t, of course, because he’s an outsider, a New Yorker, 

newly arrived and warned by the garishly suited mayor 

not to interfere with the tourist season. 

Amity Island, a summer town, needs its 

summer dollars.

What unfolds is a study in contrasts. 

The film’s first half is set on dry land; 

the second out on open water. There are 

two boats: Hooper’s high-tech marvel, 

equipped with the latest gear, versus 

Quint’s leaky Orca. The crowds of the first 

sixty minutes disappear as we focus on 

three men, distinguished by their differences: the aqua-

phobe Brody, husband and father, nervous, who never 

learned how to swim; the rich young oceanographer 

Hooper, a college boy with “city hands”; and the griz-

zled seadog Quint, a working-class vet and a drunk who 

scrapes chalkboards and bellows sea shanties.

Their mission is simple: kill the shark. The people 

of Amity Island have nothing to sell but access to their 

beaches. The shark shows up and threatens all of that; 

good nature, that which brings in the money, must be 

protected from the bad. Spielberg stages the battle via “Paths of Amity” (2014)
Ink and gouache on paper

8” x 10”
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bursts of commotion followed by stretches of eerie calm, 

never letting us forget who’s in control. With Jaws, he 

staked his claim to being the greatest director on the 

planet, beginning a marvelous run through at least 

Jurassic Park, a stretch of genius bookended by teeth.

What makes Jaws scary forty years later—what 

makes it Jaws and not The Creature from the Black 

Lagoon—is Spielberg’s wise choice to keep the beastie 

out of sight. Instead, he suggests its fearsome presence 

by showing its impact, stuff like dragging docks and 

big yellow barrels. It helps that Amity feels so real. The 

characters live in bedrooms and kitchens that look lived 

in. And the sea is the actual sea, vast and threatening, 

concealing true threats. Furthermore, his heroes fum-

ble. Nothing goes straight: Brody picks up the wrong 

telephone, awkwardly tips over jars of paintbrushes. 

Throughout his entire career, Spielberg has delighted 

in bringing characters to heel via something ancient, 

outside their control, whether it’s dinosaurs or biblical 

artifacts or great white sharks.

Jaws is fun through and through, unafraid to be silly 

at times. The premise was hokey and Spielberg knew 

it—hence all the winks, like the shot of the Orca framed 

through the bleached jaws of a shark, or the scene in 

which Brody’s son mimics his dad at the dinner table. 

Or when Hooper slices open the tiger shark to find not 

just fish, but a crumpled tin can and a license plate. Yet 

in between are bits like Quint’s monologue, which grows 

out of his scar-comparison contest with Hooper, as well 

as shots like the one of the severed leg, still sporting a 

sneaker, drifting to the seabed.

It’s a perfect balance of preposterous and believ-

able, goofy and scary. The shark hunts us and we hunt 

it back; a merry chase ensues, with limbs and ropes and 

harpoons flying all over as the shark, pure malevolence, 

gazes at us hungrily with its dead black doll-like eyes. 

First it circles the island, then the ship, before being de-

stroyed in a mighty geyser of water and blood. The two 
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survivors improvise a raft and paddle their way back to 

land, no doubt thinking of what an exciting tale they’ll 

have for the Brody boys. The closing shot is of ocean 

waves gently lapping the seashore, returning us to where 

we started. Jaws is a ghost story, gleefully told around a 

campfire. •

THE LAND (left) 

Adam: The sea is always present in Jaws, even when 
we’re on land—you can all but smell the brine. Beyond 
the fact that Amity’s an island, its whole livelihood 
depends in one way or another on the Atlantic.

THE SEA (right) 

Adam: In the wild, orcas are capable of hunting and 
killing great white sharks. In Jaws, the crew of the Orca 
defeats the title beast, but only at the cost of the ship 
and her captain.
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DIRECTED BY

John Hughes
1985

● JOHN BENDER

● BRIAN JOHNSON

● ALLISON REYNOLDS

● ANDREW CLARK

● CLAIRE STANDISH

● CARL REED

● RICHARD VERNON

THE

H ey, hey, hey, hey! Straightaway, the Simple 

Minds implore us: “Don’t You Forget about Me.” 

But who is me, and who is you? There’s also a 

quote from David Bowie, an excerpt from “Changes,” 

containing cryptic lyrics addressed to his elders, about 

how the children they spit on “are immune to your con-

sultations.” And then there’s a letter, addressed to the 

assistant principal, Richard Vernon, a response from the 

film’s five principal characters. It’s their 

take on his assignment ordering each to 

write a thousand-word essay on just who 

they think they are.

That’s a lot to unpack on a Saturday 

morning: specifically, Saturday March 

24, 1984, as a quintet of teens converges 

on Shermer High School to serve their 

detention. Each belongs to a different 

clique: the Brain, the Athlete, the Basket 

Case, the Princess, the Criminal. They 

also hail from different social classes, a 

point made clear from the cars their par-

ents drive (or don’t drive), as well as the 

lunches they bring (or don’t bring). But as Andy Warhol 

once noted, rich or poor, we all drink the same Coke—

and now, for one reason or another, these misfits are 

being forced to spend nine hours in the school’s library, 

in the presence of an unbearably ugly sculpture. It feels 

like an eternity to them. When you’re a teenager, how 

many Saturdays have you had? Less than a thousand.

What does The Breakfast Club think it is? What did 

John Hughes think he was making? My Dinner with 

Andre, but for teens? The premise is simply an excuse 

to get five kids into one room so they can converse. They 

bicker at first, almost coming to blows, before loosening 

up and starting to talk. Most of the movie’s pleasure is 

in getting to know the characters as they get to know 

one another. There’s Brian (Anthony Michael Hall), a 

wimpy but endearing nerd; Andrew (Emilio Estevez), a 

wrestler who does what his father tells him to do; Allison 

(Ally Sheedy), a goth who squeaks like 

a mouse and emits other strange nois-

es; Claire (Molly Ringwald), a preppy 

prom queen who’d rather be shopping. 

And then there’s Bender (Judd Nelson), 

a juvenile delinquent who’s the monkey 

wrench in the mix. In his fingerless 

black gloves and layers of denim and 

flannel, he’s determined to make the 

day a living hell for the hard-ass assis-

tant principal, sabotaging a door hinge 

and telling Vernon to eat his shorts (a 

line that inspired Bart Simpson), then 

ripping pages from a copy of Molière. 

Just like the French playwright, he has the fault of being 

more sincere than is proper.

At first belligerent, Bender emerges gradually as 

the movie’s protagonist, convincing the others to join 

his rebellion. While Vernon moseys about, Bender leads 

them to his locker to retrieve hash, then run through the 

halls. “Being bad feels pretty good, right?” he asks Claire 

rhetorically. She must agree because later she smokes 

with him, boasting through ladylike coughs about how “Paths of the Club” (2014) 
Ink and gouache on paper 
8” x 10”
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BENDER’S JOURNEY (right)

Adam: While he’s inside Sherman High School, Bender 
is forced to share time and space with his fellow 
classmates, the students with whom he’ll go on to 
form the Breakfast club. But note the start and end of 
his journey. He enters defiantly, striding head on, as 
if on a collision course with the high school’s bricks 
and mortar. And after detention he veers left while 
the others go right, since no car, no parent, is waiting 
to drive him home. We get the sense that he can go 
anywhere he wants to, but that there’s nowhere he 
wants to go. A rebel at heart, he fancies himself 
not beholden to either authority or routine, but 
that leaves him on the outside of everything. If 
he doesn’t return to the school on Monday, he’ll 
effectively disappear.

popular she is. The others puff, too; soon even the jock is 

rocking out, stripping off his varsity jacket and hurdling 

bookcases. What brings them together is their common 

foe, the elder, who acts like a commandant in a prison-

er-of-war film, something that Bender makes explicit 

when he gets his fellow students to whistle the “River 

Kwai March”—insinuating, perhaps, that Vernon has 

only one ball.

The Breakfast Club was the second film Hughes 

directed; it was made in a hurry, before Ferris Bueller’s 

Day Off ditched school altogether. The plot is chiefly a 

melodrama, almost classical in its depiction of youth put 

upon by an obtuse elder, and it’s unafraid to engage in 

some slapstick and lots of schmaltz. At times it lays it 

on pretty thick, as in the montage sequence where the 

kids dance goofily. Other bits, like when Allison builds 

a gross sandwich, are more distinctive. Hughes is also 

capable of crafting something subtler, for example the 

scene in which Carl the janitor, serving as the eyes and 

ears of the institution, observes how the teacher is afraid 

of his pupils because he’s afraid of getting older. That 

scene finds an echo when Andrew wonders, “Are we 

gonna be like our parents?” “It’s unavoidable,” answers 

Allison. “When you grow up, your heart dies.”

That exchange takes place in the film’s centerpiece, 

a twenty-minute scene during which the five teens sit 

in a circle, confessing their weaknesses and insecurities 

as well as the crimes that earned them detention. The 

truest moment comes when Claire states that 

although they might be friends at that moment, 

come Monday morning they will all return to 

their cliques. More specifically, she means that 

the Princess will no longer deign to get high and 

dance with the commoners. In the meantime, 

however, she gives Allison a makeover, wiping away 

layers of black smudge to transform the Basket Case 

into a virginal vision in white. Andrew, smitten, kisses 

Allison, who tears a varsity patch off his jacket. Bender 

sneaks back to the supply closet where he’s been exiled, 

but Claire, still beneficent, sneaks after him to give him 

a hickey. A few scenes later she presents him with one of 

her diamond earrings, which finds a home in his left ear. 

Brian, meanwhile, writes their collective essay, through 

which they declare that they’re no longer five people, five 

different high school stereotypes—the way Vernon sees 

them—but one and the same: “The Breakfast Club.”

Will their newfound solidarity last? The film doesn’t 

say, and there’s reason to think that Claire is right—cliques 

and classes are real, after all. But John Hughes thinks 

there’s a chance, and essentially The Breakfast Club is a 

movie about redemption—namely, Bender’s. At first a 

rebel without a cause, he accepts Claire’s proposal as well 

as her kiss. In the famous last shot, he walks toward the 

camera, raising his right fist in triumph before the image 

freezes. But what exactly is he celebrating? Who does 

Bender now think he is? He’s on the football field, directly 

under a goalpost. He’s imagining a crowd, rafters full, 

cheering his name. Moments ago he scored a touchdown. 

Just as Claire changed Allison into a prep, so has she re-

made Bender into a jock. No longer thinking of himself as 

a rebel, he has reimagined himself as someone accepted 

by the school. He’ll come back on Monday and clean up 

his act, settle down and behave. Everyone has a price. His 

is acclaim. What would you do for a million dollars? The 

Breakfast Club is class warfare by other means. •

MUSICAL CHAIRS (below)

Drew: Unlike Ferris Bueller’s perfectly-crafted day off, 
with its direct asides to the viewer and musical number, 
The Breakfast Club is a free-range probing of the high 
school and its students. That’s why it requires a different 
kind of map—beyond the fact that confined spaces 
are always tricky, the characters here keep coming and 
going, making exits and re-entrances, tangling up their 
paths—the same way the film tangles up their lives.


